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Desire, duty and medical gifting: how it became possible to
long for a useful death
Klaus Hoeyer and Maria Olejaz

Public Health, University of Copenhagen, Copenhagen, Denmark

ABSTRACT
It is common in social science critique of medical uses of the body to
portray donation of the dead body as a sacrifice. In contemporary
Denmark, however, some people claim to desire post-mortem utility.
Here we argue that the articulated desires for utility should not be
written off as false consciousness hiding a ‘real’ sacrifice. People use
medical promises to reinvent themeaning of death; and, in turn, they
make promises to medical institutions by signing up as donors.
Registrations of post-mortem donations serve to uphold a sense of
control; ensure post-vital dignity, and to align people with wider
socially engrained ideals of productivity and agency. We build our
argument on interviews conducted in Denmark 2007–2018.
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mortem donation

If you donate your body to science, well, then doctors get wiser and the ones who come after
you will get even better help. It doesn’t cost a penny and I think it’s fantastic that it’s
a possibility. It’s absolutely free, but it provides you with a hell of a good conscience.

The above quote comes from a man we call Lasse, a man in his early fifties. During an
interview in his home, he explained how, throughout his life he had had considerable
contact with the national healthcare system due to a rare disease. Now he was a blood
donor and wanted to donate his organs and, if that should fail, his whole body to science.
He explained that he saw it as a way of returning something to the public healthcare
system, but not as a matter of repaying debts. Rather, he liked the idea of his body being
used.

In Denmark, today, all uses of dead bodies presuppose consent. Somebody, like Lasse,
must be willing to donate the corpse. Organ donation can be made with the consent of
either the donor (in a donor registry) or their relatives (at the hospital in case of no donor
registration), whereas consent for whole body donation for science can only be given by
the deceased and only while still fully competent (confirmed by two witnesses). The
voluntary embrace of bodily donations stands in contrast to controversies over uses of
dead bodies in earlier times. For centuries, the medical profession in Europe and North
America primarily acquired access to dead bodies through force. In the 17th and 18th
centuries, European sovereign monarchs regularly handed over the dead bodies of
convicts or the poor for dissection purposes (Ferrari, 1987; Olejaz, 2012; Park, 1995). At
the time, a dissection sentence was a particularly cruel form of punishment because
criminals lost not only their lives, but also access to the community of souls awaiting
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resurrection under the custody of the church. In some countries grave robbery became
a prominent source of cadaver procurement in the 18th and 19th centuries (Richardson,
2000).1

In the process of interviewing contemporary Danish citizens, like Lasse, about death
and cadaver donation, we have come to acknowledge that some people do not just
accept post-mortem utility; they long for it. While most historical evidence suggests that it
was once common to think of the body as losing dignity when made into a means for the
wellbeing of other bodies (Ferrari, 1987; Olejaz, 2012; Richardson, 2000), we find that ideas
of post-vital utility are used by contemporary Danish donors to ascribe worthiness and
meaning to their dead body. If post-mortem dismembering was once seen as an exclusion
from the community of worthy souls, donation practices today potentially implicate what
Lock has called ‘a modern form of fellowship building’ (Lock, 2002, p. 318).

Death is a classic topic in the social sciences (Hertz, 1960). Although it is a shared
condition for all members of humanity, there is immense variation in how it is organised
and the meanings it is ascribed, both historically (Bynum, 1995) and across regions
(Course, 2007; Green, 2008; Seremetakis, 1991; Verdery, 1999). Care for the dead raises
basic questions relating to who owes what to whom, or what Hogle (2002) in relation to
organ donation has termed the enactment of a ‘moral community’. Historically, the main
arenas in Western societies for negotiating state access to material remains have been
dissection usage and forensic science; however, from the 1970s onwards, organ and tissue
needs have taken over as the prime instigators for negotiations of access to dead bodies
(Timmermans, 2006). The donation practices of the organ transplant field involve rene-
gotiation of social obligations, of conceptions of self and other, and of narratives about
bodies, life and death (e.g. Fox & Swazey, 1992; Healy, 2006; Hogle, 1999; Lock, 2002;
Sanal, 2011). To understand how medicine interacts with obligations towards the dead it
is important to explore attitudes towards both types of donation.

The literature often discusses organ donation as a (voluntary or involuntary) sacrifice
(Mongoven, 2003; Sque, Long, Payne, & Allardyce, 2008), and Waldby has even termed
contemporary donation schemes for bodies bequeathed to science ‘sacrificial economies’
(Waldby, 2000: chapter, p. 3). Some ethicists, in contrast, portray ‘altruistic donation’ as
a ‘desire’ resting in the autonomous individual. Troug and Robison, for example, suggest
abandonment of established criteria of death (brain death or cardiac death) as prerequi-
sites for organ donation so that ‘individuals who desire to donate their organs and who
are either neurologically devastated or imminently dying should be allowed to donate
their organs, without first being declared dead’ (Troug & Robison, 2003, p. 2391).
Opposition to donation is from this perspective construed as ‘irrational’ or indicating
‘barriers’ that ought to be removed (Padela & Zaganjor, 2014).

If a perspective of sacrifice expects individuals to have an inherent interest in preser-
ving the body (making society into the agent of donation), a perspective of ‘autonomous
altruist desire’ conversely sees ‘society’ and ‘culture’ as sources of irrational opposition.
Here we explore instead how people as social agents themselves use future donation
options as elements of a cultural repertoire when making sense of death. In a study from
Greece, anthropologist Papagaroufali (2006) similarly explored donor interests by inter-
viewing prospective organ and dissection donors about reasons for registering despite
the church being officially against medical uses of dead bodies. Donors explained their
choices with pride and the act of registration served as a secular way to contemplate, plan
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and control death. A Dutch survey of body donors found that 93% of the respondents
listed ‘desiring to be useful after death’ as playing a major role in their decision to be body
donors (Bolt et al., 2010, see also Richardson & Hurwitz, 1995). In a much older engage-
ment with desires for post-mortem utility, historical anthropologist Hecht (2003) has
traced the rise in 19th century France of new ways of valuing dead bodies among
a select group of people, predominantly anthropologists, who established the Society
of Mutual Autopsy. These people were struggling to establish a secular world order and
their promotion of a scientific belief system was intertwined with a political left-wing
project attacking a regime legitimising itself with clerical authority. Hecht argues that
donation of bodies for dissection use became a way of ascribing significance to the
material remains of a person by way of making them useful for humanity.

Postmortem donations must make sense to the people agreeing to them and the
moral reasoning people employ emerge through social interaction (Lambek, 2010). Moral
reasoning shapes, and is shaped by, wider moral landscapes, understood as all those
partly inarticulate valuations and social exchanges through which acts come to appear
meaningful and desirable (Fassin, 2011; Faubion, 2010). To explore contemporary moral
reasoning about death and post-vital utility (Doyle, 2003) – and to make sense of the
dedicated form of donation that Lasse articulated – we here investigate how potential
organ and dissection donors construe and make sense of death in contemporary
Denmark.

Methods and setting

National history can have important implications for the meaning ascribed to donation
practices (Hamdy, 2010; Hogle, 1999). Denmark is a small, wealthy, Scandinavian country
of less than 6 million inhabitants located in Northern Europe and dominated by welfare
policies and universal access to healthcare. Denmark was identified by Lock (2002) as an
anomaly in organ donation policies because of its slow adoption of brain death in law
though being a progressive Western country. The slow adoption reflects a political history
of consensus-seeking in the regulation of new medical technologies. Though progressive
in terms of civil rights (e.g. same-sex civil unions, which were legalised in 1989), adoption
of controversial medical procedures has typically awaited wider popular accept before
becoming legalised.

How have we explored the moral reasoning on death and donation of material remains
in Denmark? Since 2007, we have moved between regulators, health professionals,
crematoria staff, organ and body donors and recipients, doing interviews, participant
observation, and reading reports, policy papers and campaign material to understand
better the politics of death in Denmark (Hoeyer, 2010b, 2015; Hoeyer & Jensen, 2013). This
fieldwork provided an impetus to explore further the reasoning among prospective organ
and body donors. Together, we thus interviewed members of the general public (48 in
total) about their reasons for registering as body and/or organ donors or for still being in
doubt, or for registering a ‘no’.2 This article builds on these interviews, while the ethno-
graphic fieldwork serves as a backdrop for understanding the policy landsscape.
Interviews were conducted in locations chosen by the informants – some in their
homes, some in our offices, and two as telephone interviews.3 Interview questions were
designed to probe the ‘moral reasoning’ (Strathern, 1997) of the prospective donors as
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they contemplated a situation, death, which for obvious reasons they had not yet
experienced. We do not claim that our sample of ‘future donors’ represents ‘the Danish
public’ (whatever that would be, Lippmann, 1927). Nevertheless, to get an indication of
how common the views might be, we conducted a telephone-based questionnaire study
among 1195 randomly selected citizens in which we asked people to reflect on some of
the statements made in the qualitative material (the survey methods and results are
reported in full elsewhere Nordfalk, Olejaz, Jensen, Skovgaard, & Hoeyer, 2016).

The following three sections describe first how moral worth can be seen as achieved
through post-mortem utility; then how people articulate perceptions of death and the
relationship between the living and the dead; and, finally, how the sense of duty is treated
as an obligation to exert choice as an active citizen rather than a duty to give.

Desiring a ‘useful death’

Just like Lasse, introduced above, most interviewees expressed remarkable veneration for
cadaver usage. Benazir, for example, was a young academic woman with an immigrant
background who was ambitious and socially engaged. One summer afternoon in Maria’s
office, she explained how she was motivated to participate in our study because of the
importance of the topic. She then said:

Well, of course, if I – let’s say that I die at the age of 24 – then, of course, I’d really, really hope
that I would die in a manner making it possible to help others [brain death]. Compared to . . .
dying just ordinarily and then lying there in the grave putrefying bit by bit.

When contemplating her future death, Benazir, like Lasse, had arrived at a preference for
having her future dead body used. In their moral reasoning, they embraced a desire for
a useful death. A useful death was also very important for Grethe. Grethe was a woman in
her early seventies who had decided to donate her body to science, just as her deceased
husband had done before her. Maria visited her in her home in a small village where she
explained how she and her husband had ‘agreed that it was the best we could do for our
children and grandchildren and descendants and also for science.’ Grethe did not talk
about it as a sacrifice. Being chronically ill and bound to a wheelchair, she explained how
she had discussed with her son buying a one-way ticket to Holland with the purpose of
euthanasia (which is not legal in Denmark). She then asked if this was compatible with still
being a dissection donor and when Maria expressed doubts, Grethe made it clear that she
would then not do it. Her wish to become a dissection donor was greater than her longing
for an end to her suffering.

In hindsight, we realise that we were surprised to find registered donors stating such
a clear preference for being used. Klaus first came to realise that he had worked from a tacit
assumption about post-mortem donation as a form of sacrifice during the interview with
a man we call Jonas. Jonas was a young father of three who Klaus interviewed one
evening in Jonas’ kitchen among children’s toys and laundry, all serving as testimony to
a busy family life. Despite a harried schedule, Jonas had made time for the interview
because he thought organ donation was very important. A part of our methodology was
in every interview to search for limits to legitimate use as a way of understanding people’s
moral reasoning, but Jonas explained that he had no such limits. Any kind of use would be
better than ‘being eaten by worms’:
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You may do anything! Feed me to the cats, I’m dead [his emphasis, laughing]. Really, I’d rather
not be buried in a coffin; I’d like to be used, for whatever. Bury me under an apple tree then
I can be used as fertilizer.

Klaus: What is the difference between fertilizing the graveyard and an apple tree?

You eat the apples off the apple tree. A churchyard is not very productive, it’s not fertilization,
it’s waste.

Klaus waited a while hoping Jonas would continue and as he did not, he asked:

So waste is worse than anything else?

Yes

Clearly, for Jonas it was not degrading to have his cadaver subjected to utility demands.
Like Lasse, Benazir, Grethe and others, Jonas also spoke about post-mortem utility as
a desire, not a sacrifice.

As we realised that people might not necessarily think of organ donation as
a ‘sacrifice’, and that some might even find pleasure in the thought of having their
cadaver put to use, we decided to include these two forms of reasoning in the
telephone-based survey mentioned earlier. When asking people to declare themselves
in agreement or disagreement with statements about organ donation, 5.6% agreed or
strongly agreed with the statement ‘I think of organ donation as an unpleasant [ube-
hageligt] sacrifice’ (83.6% disagreed), while 85.8% agreed or strongly agreed with the
statement ‘I like [kan godt lide] the thought of my body being put to use after my death’
(5.3% disagreed). A clear majority (77.7%) of those who declared themselves religious
were also in agreement with the latter statement.4 Although these figures can be
interpreted in many ways, they indicate that today it is not only possible, but common,
to align the thought of post-mortem utility with positive rather than negative
associations.

In short, in contemporary Denmark, use value and moral value merge (Jensen & Bornø,
2016). Potential use of a cadaver is not seen as an exclusion from the community of
worthy beings in the same way as the 18th century criminal might have feared. How did
the body in this way become perceived as a resource that one can ‘really, really hope’ to
be able to donate? To answer that, it is necessary to understand contemporary percep-
tions of death and related social changes in perceptions of the relations of duty among
the living and the dead. Desires for a useful death are nested within wider societal
changes.

Perceptions of death: changing relationships between the living and the
dead

In 18th century Denmark5, it was common to stipulate in local laws regulating village life
that each household was obliged to send representatives to a funeral to pay respect to
the deceased and their relatives (Søgaard, 1938). Failure to do so could result in a fine
(Kragh, 2003, p. 60). The dead belonged to God, and obligations rested with the living to
commemorate and honour the deceased.
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When our contemporary interlocutors were asked the question ‘What do you think
happens when you die?’ the typical answer was something like the one from a young
woman we call Amalie, who exclaimed: ‘I think it’s like pulling the plug, the lamp turns off,
and then it’s just nadã [nothing]’. Amalie was a registered organ donor. Some had other
beliefs, such as reincarnation or an afterlife in Heaven; however, among the people we
interviewed such beliefs did not necessarily hinder a positive view of cadaver usage (see
also Olejaz & Hoeyer, 2016). What was essential to most interlocutors was that their death
should not be a burden to those they will leave behind.6 Most donors explained how their
relatives should not be troubled by expenses related to a burial, and several respondents
had planned their own funeral already. If the sense of duty used to be directed from the
living towards the dead, something seems to have changed making it more likely for
people to think of their future dead self as one that should be honouring and serving the
living. Death has become engrained in a new moral landscape.

Currently, the most popular burial option in urban areas in Denmark is a form of
unmarked multiple graves [ukendtes grav].7 Here the ashes of the deceased are buried
in biologically degradable urns in a lawn with no individual mark of identification. In
consequence, no obligation is imposed on the relatives to attend to the plot. Most of our
interviewees wished to end in the unmarked multiple graveyard. Lasse, who was cited
above for his praise of utility, also planned for this burial form and furthermore explained:
‘I’ve ensured that expenses can be kept as low as possible, and the worries to a minimum.
So, most decisions have been made in advance’. He said he wanted to free the relatives
from ‘maintenance work’. Another fierce promoter of organ donation, Martin, who was in
his late fifties, married and the father of four grown-up children had gone even further in
planning his death:

I’ve also made my own urn, I’ve thrown and fired and decorated it. It stands back home on
the shelf. It’s my ‘deceased estate’ [dødsbo], it is a reminder of life’s perishableness, you
might say. I feel fine that it’s how things are, and the kids know it’s there, and we’ve also
chatted that they might pour me out among the strawberries, and then taste the sweet
berries and think of their sweet daddy and so on [laughs]. So it’s basically under control.
(Martin, organ donor)

Again, Martin articulates a sense of duty directed from the dead towards the living.
Furthermore, he emphasises the value associated with planning and being in control.
The idiom of being of use to the living even makes the transition into a berry eaten by his
children compelling for him. The longing for control is evident also in the words of 70-year
-old Connie, who had decided to donate her body to science, in the same manner as her
two deceased husbands before her. As she sat in the office of Maria, she explained:

. . . just as my second husband had died, I made a new will, because then I was alone, and then
it was also a relief sort of to get it all into the will, how and what way, so that no one could
come and meddle in any way, if they would want to at some point. So it was also a relief,
because then I know that then it is all in order.

Another aspect of control is independence and individuality, but it also left some poten-
tial donors in doubt about their preferred burial form. Anne, for example, was a young
woman who said she had been a strong supportor of organ donation since a friend of hers
became ill and needed a lung transplant, but she still had not decided on the unmarked
multiple grave:
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I wanna be cremated and then I haven’t really made up my mind on whether I opt for the
unmarked multiple grave [ukendtes grav], or whether I want my own spot, because I don’t
want to force anybody to maintain my grave, but then on the other hand it would also be nice
to have a place of your own.

Anne in this way shared the notion that a dead body is not entitled to demand work of the
living but struggled to align this with her longing for individuality even after death.

Although these people do not think a cadaver should make claims on resources of the
living, it does not imply that they dislike the dead bodies per se. Amalie, the young
woman talking about the unplug thesis of death, had a parent who had recently received
a heart transplant. When asked about the most important reason for registering for
donation, she explained: ‘I believe that when you’re dead, you’re dead, and then there’s
no reason whatsoever for me keeping my fantastic organs, and that they’re just burned or
buried (. . .) you might as well pass them on to somebody!’ Though death as such might be
meaningless, ‘when you’re dead, you’re dead’, her organs remain ‘fantastic’. She had not
signed up for anatomical dissection, but remarked ‘I expect I’ll do it when I’m a little older,
10 years or so, and I can’t really explain why [I wait]’. She knew dissection would be
followed by cremation, however, and part of her desired a burial:

Actually, I’d like to be buried because I’d really like it if they could find my bones after 2000
years, because science and all that, it is so exciting when we find the old bones, and imagine if
they would once find mine?

Notice again here how utility is not at odds with dignity or appraisal of the value of the
body in this form of moral reasoning. The goals of society, science and other people’s
health seem to conflate with her ambition of self-realisation. This woman is dedicated to
sharing her body, but she also wishes to retain individuality (see also Bolt et al., 2010). Her
moral reasoning is caught between competing ideals because cremation and use of the
unmarked multiple grave is valued for involving less ‘maintenance work’ for relatives and
keeping ‘worms’ at bay, but simultaneously these practices potentially imply a sort of
erasure of the individual.8

If people cherish their ‘fantastic organs’, and death is construed as ‘just nadã’ (the
ultimate finality) and a loss of control through which you become a burden to your dead
ones, it makes sense if some persons turn to utility to reinvest meaning in death. Unless
the cadaver is put to use, there is just nothing (McCarthy & Prokhovnik, 2014).
Furthermore, it is important to note how narratives of use emerge in tandem with the
emergence of understandings of burial as a form of waste. Hogle (1999) among others
have shown how references to waste can serve the interests of procurement organisa-
tions, but here we show how potential donors themselves employ the image of waste.
Waste, along with the widespread image of cadavers as ‘eaten by worms’, is constantly
articulated by potential donors as the very anti-thesis to everything good and useful.9

Markus, a 19-year-old university student, thus explained his inclination towards cremation
and organ donation like this:

Yes, I would like to be cremated, I don’t know, it is a very personal thing, I feel that it is a little
like you are buried in a coffin and then you are put into the ground and then slowly the coffin
rots as well and then worms infest the whole thing, yuk, I think it is just kind of a disgusting
thought.

MORTALITY 7



Worms are by no means a new concern. As discussed by Bynum (1995), medieval
theology contemplated the effects of worms on the state of the body at resurrection
and already in the 17th century, we find an early Danish example of reference to worms
used in arguments for putting the cadavers of ‘plain people’ to use. The Danish
anatomist Simon Paulli (1603–1680) thus argued the value of dissection when suggest-
ing that ‘plain folks could also be brought to their senses if they thought carefully and
knew themselves. Because what is Man? Putrid sustenance for smutty worms’ (Bartholin,
2007, p. 45).10 Had he still been here, Paulli would probably rejoice in the current
popularity of his image of death. For some, it seems, eaten-as-a-berry (or an apple)
has become something completely different from being eaten by worms. With Hecht
we might explain this inclination: berries can be seen as serving anthropocentric goals
whereby the deceased remains united with the living through post-vital utility (albeit
apples and berries are also sometimes eaten by worms). Just as importantly, to be eaten
by worms can be seen as a capitulation to passive consumption ending only at the point
of total dissolution, while plans for fertilising the strawberries are active deeds asso-
ciated with a sense of control.

There are, of course, people with other visions of their afterlife. Heidi, for example, was
a woman in her late thirties, who had registered a no to donation. Maria visited her on her
smallholding. Heidi described herself as a rational person with both feet planted firmly on
the ground and an outlook on life grounded in the natural sciences. To her own confusion,
however, she felt that she was not sure whether she would need her body in an afterlife.
She stressed several times that she felt very connected to her body and went on to explain
that she definitely did not want to be cremated because she felt that the process of
cremation was ‘too fast, too definitive’. She explained how she would rather return to the
earth and become part of a micro-ecosystem, stressing that she did not see worms as
disgusting but as ‘just nature’. She explained that part of it, for her, was also returning to
the land from which she had come and where her kin had farmed for generations.
Interestingly, Heidi’s narrative about death shares some features with the stories of utlity
and planning common among the organ and dissection donors, but the community she
wants to enter upon death is wider than the anthropocentric community that they
articulate: she wanted to stay related to the land on which she lives.

Make up your mind: choice as the primary obligation

Although we have seen here how organ donation is clearly praised by most informants as
a good thing to do, the sense of duty that people articulate is not automatically directed
towards ensuringmore corpses ormore organs and tissue, but towards taking control and
avoiding becoming a burden. Similarly, the largest public organ donation campaign in
Denmark and the text on the current campaign leaflet and donation cards do not promote
donation as the better choice: the slogan is simply ‘Make up your mind [Tag stilling]’.11

Interviewees largely embrace this logic and typically impose upon the state an obligation
to facilitate individual choice, rather than organ donation per se. Sarah, for example,
articulated the obligation to ‘make up one’s mind’ like this:

I think, obviously, all schools should discuss [organ donation] in the older classes, and then
they go home and discuss it at home (. . .) it ought to be compulsory.
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Sarah was a woman in her thirties engaged in many social issues, who eagerly suggested
to come by our offices to explain why she did not want to donate her own organs. She
came out of civic engagement. Note thus how compulsion here relates to exercise of
choice, not the act of donation.

Several health professionals and a few prospective donors were in favour of an opt-out
system, but more strikingly several of the strong supporters of organ donation among our
interviewed donors and health professionals felt that a presumed consent rule would be
wrong: ‘You should really want it, they can’t just take them [the organs]’, as Jonas put it. In
our survey, 30.4% were in favour of presumed consent (58.6% against), while 63.9%
supported making it mandatory to register an opinion (24.6% against). The duty to choose
thus seems to hold greater appeal than the duty to donate. This aligns well with the
values associated with ‘being in control’ described above.

Furthermore, people, who claim they would eagerly donate their own bodies, are more
reluctant to donate the bodies of their relatives. This resonates with Papagaroufali’s (2006,
p. 116) work from Greece where supporters of organ donation said ‘No way!’ when asked
whether they would donate the bodies of their relatives. Taken together with the
emphasis on personal choice, it indicates that you emerge as a responsible agent by
actively registering your willingness to ‘share’ your body before you die. Furthermore, if
people do not make up their minds and register a choice, they potentially impose this task
on their relatives. Just as one should not impose graveyard ‘maintenance work’ on one’s
relatives, many feel that moral doubts should not be (passively) transferred to the next
generation, but (actively) managed by the responsible individual.

That the notion of ‘choice’ generates positive connotations and social legitimacy
comes across also in a conversation between five nurses, working with donor manage-
ment, that Klaus facilitated, to explore attitudes to more aggressive measures of organ
procurement. One nurse, Nina, explained how a family had agreed to donation because
the deceased ‘always stood up for others and provided his help wherever he could’, but
she was interrupted by another nurse, Karen, saying: “Yes, but they always say that, ‘he
was so good at helping others’, and sometimes I think one ought to be careful with
shovelling snow for anyone lest they think ‘Oh, you want to be a donor, do you?’“ Trying
to iron out the tension left by this remark, a third colleague, Lone, then remarked: ‘Yes,
that’s why it’s so important that each person makes up his or her mind [tager stilling]’. It is
individual choice which legitimises the donation, not the good done for the organ
recipient.

Nevertheless, the public campaigns, popular movies and television documentaries that
present organ donation as ‘saving lives’, do make the act of registering for donation into
a sign of responsible citizenship. When organ donation just does not feel right, the task of
presenting yourself as a responsible citizen is more challenging. Sarah, for example, who
felt she could not donate her organs because she wanted her family to be present when
her heart stops beating, struggled to make this stance compatible with her vivid social
engagement. At one point in the interview, she thus said: ‘Basically, I think it’s just hyper-
selfish [brandegoistisk] to say no to organ donation’. She explained how she tried to ‘do
her bit’ in other ways by donating blood and registering as stem cell donor. Despite the
unlikeliness of post-mortem organ donation ever becoming an actual possibility (only 1 in
1000 die from brain death), it had driven her to share her body while still alive.
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Mourad, a man in his twenties, had registered a ‘no’ to donation, but he continued to
use the registration leaflet as a bookmark to remind himself that ‘it can be changed’. He
had wanted to respect his parents’ sentiments and they were opposed to organ donation,
which he saw as related to their middle-eastern background and Muslim faith. He did not
share their stance, but neither did he wish to hurt their feelings. Nevertheless, he took care
to explain that it was his choice, not a matter of obedience, and it was a choice that could
be changed should they no longer be around. Again, the notion of choice and conscious
deliberation makes a difference when positioning yourself as a responsible community
member.

In all of these narratives, ideas about active choice versus passive fate keep popping
up. Dedication to the donation cause is presented as a matter of doing something. The
images of self, which are aligned with utility value, portray the donor as an active agent.
An active agent is seen as in control, whereas a passive agent is controlled by others.
Similarly, for most people we met, actively helping others is better than being passively
eaten by worms. Active body parts working for society are better than a passive cadaver
demanding work from relatives. In this way, cadaver donation has become a way for some
Danes to conform to a wider set of societal ideals of being an active and responsible agent
(Cooper, 2008). We do not, however, want to argue that people simply give in to
a disciplining society. Rather notions of utility spur their imagination and make it possible
to envision something on the other side of nothingness. They provide opportunities for
new forms of community building and belonging beyond traditional religious doctrines
shaping the notion of sacrifice in the 18th Century.

Concluding remarks

In contemporary Denmark, some people not only accept cadaver usage as a necessary
sacrifice, they desire post-mortem utility. Whereas the sovereign was once in a position to
exclude criminals or the poor from the community of worthy beings by way of sentencing
them to dissection, today, the act of donation may serve as a self-chosen inclusion into
a community of post-vital productivity and meaning. The articulated desires for utility
cannot be written off as some form of false consciousness hiding the ‘real’ sacrifice.
Though some critical social scientists have described institutions handling cadaveric
material as predatory and in conflict with the interests of future donors (e.g. Pfeffer,
2017), the prospect of post-mortem utility holds genuine appeal to some people.
Registrations of post-mortem desires serve to uphold a sense of control, to avoid undesir-
able aspects of death, to ensure post-vital dignity and to bring oneself into alignment
with wider socially engrained ideals of productivity and agency. It reflects how changing
perceptions of death and dead bodies interact with new socially embedded moral
valuations of utility and duty as well as with emerging forms of politics revolving around
individual choice. The laws and practices of organ and body donation are different, and so
are the types of death through which bodies become available for use; but the moral
reasoning articulated by potential donors is strikingly similar for both types of donors.
People use medical promises from both practices to reinvent the meaning of death; and
they in turn make promises to medical institutions by signing up as donors.

Historical shifts can alert us to the specificity of the relations of duty characterising our
current moral landscapes (see also Árnason, 2017). Whereas it was once the living
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honouring the dead, it is among the Danes in this study just as often the dead who must
assume the role of servants of life. Whereas the deceased soul residing in heaven was
once an icon of worthiness, there are now people who primarily locate worth in the
biology of ‘life itself’ (Rose, 2007), in their ‘fantastic organs’. Among the Danes contem-
plating their death in this manner, being ‘active’ is associated with moral worthiness.
Being ‘active’, ‘responsible’ and ‘useful’ is very much what we expect of the living person
in a time of what is typically called neoliberal governance, and being active has simulta-
neously become almost an obligation, which is now being extended even into death (cf.
Cooper, 2008).

These kinds of perceptions do not simply shift in one epochal event. New spaces for
action have been opened and new ideals added onto existing ones. There is not one fixed
package of societal morality. On the contrary, in most interviews people express doubt
and apologise for being ‘inconsistent’. There is a multiplicity of value discourses apparent
in the interviews and, as we have shown, people sometimes struggle to honour compet-
ing ideals. Our interlocutors embrace post-mortem utility irrespectively of religious
orientation;12 but they all engage in work to make death meaningful. Meaning is not
assumed. For most of them, the prospect of post-vital utility is used to re-enchant the
dead body, lifting it out of the land of worms and plain materiality.

If a form of rationalist calculation of resource efficiency aligns their future cadaver with
meaning and moral worth, it sadly remains an imaginary utility. When people think that
by signing a donation register, they have planned their own death, they are rarely aware
that few stand the ‘chance’, as it were, to become an organ donor. Even whole body
donors can be dismissed for safety reasons, although that is much more rare. In the
Autumn of 2019, one of the centers for anatomical donation furthermore had to close for
registrations temporarily to avoid having to reject donated corpses (Rosenkjær & Elkjær,
2019). In some instances, supply has come to exceed demand. Taken together this means
that there is no control; no certainty. The political space has become one in which the
state facilitates partly unrealistic dreams of utility and control. As political scientist
Durnová (2018) suggests, the dead body has become subject to a form of ‘politics of
intimacy’ where acknowledgment of emotion is more important for regulatory legitimacy
than the practical effect of the choices offered. To ensure longterm legitimacy, however, it
might be time invest more in conveying realistic expectations. Another practical policy
implication of our study is the acknowledgment that an opt-out system might at the
current moment be counter-productive to the public support of organ donation in the
current situation in Denmark, despite the high levels of support for post-mortem utility in
general. It is the sense of choice that aligns donations with meaning.

Since the Second World War, public debates in Europe onmedical uses of the body have
been shaped by various versions of a conflict in philosophical ethics between Kantian
notions of dignity (the good is that which expresses respect for the deceased as an end in
his or her own right) and utilitarian ethics (the good is that which is of use to most people).
Through the stories of people contemplating organ and whole body donation in Denmark,
we have shown how this conflict now fails to capture important aspects of the moral
reasoning on the dead body. It is in fact possible to align a useful death with a dignified
death. An empirical engagement provides social studies of medicine with a special poten-
tial for teasing out such emerging values and shifting lines of conflict (Árnason, 2017). It is
the stories of real people living real lives that potentially reinvigorate social science studies
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of death, and it is from these stories that new challenges to long-standing and abstract
debates in philosophy and bioethics gradually emerge.

Notes

1. Globally, there are still cases of illicit uses of dead bodies without consent. The China Tribunal
documents organ harvest from Chinese prisoners and in the USA unauthorised commercial
trade with body parts remains a problem pertaining to both nationally procured and globally
harvested bodies (Hoeyer, 2010a; Sini, 2019).

2. The official organ and dissection registries are exempted from research use and therefore not
available for identifying donors or non-donors. However, half the adult population in
Denmark is on FaceBook and more than 80,000 people follow organ transplantation on
this platform, so web-recruitment offered an alternative mode of recruitment for organ
donors. While many registered donors volunteered for interview in reaction to our social
media posting, it was more challenging finding somebody who did not want to donate. We
prompted colleagues and friends to ask around to for persons who were not in favour of
organ donation. However, in the course of the interviews, even the people identified in this
manner tended to be in favour of organ donation. Hence, in our attempt to construct
a ‘representative public’, we encountered the robust legitimacy of organ transplantation in
Denmark today. Recruitment of body donors for dissection purposes took place through
advertisements in two national newspapers as dissection donors tend to be older and web
recruitment is therefore not as appropriate.

3. One lasted just 20 minutes, most around one and a half hours, the longest a little less than
2 hours. They were all fully transcribed and subsequently thematically coded by both authors
according to (1) hopes and aspirations, (2) perceptions of and obligations in relation to death,
and (3) choice and authority.

4. Most Danes are members of the protestant state church, but few go to church on a regular
basis. It does not mean that people are not religious at all: when confronted with serious
illness or death in the family, many people draw upon a multitude of religious registers
(Rubow & Johannessen-Henry, 2010).

5. Denmark, at the time, was multilingual and included present day Norway and the northern
part of Germany. The examples used here and in the following come from the Danish
speaking regions which are still today part of the kingdom.

6. It seems plausible that ideas about becoming a burden in some ways reflect a changed
experience of end-of-life and new technology-mediated and institutionalised forms of pro-
longed dying (Durnová, 2018; Kaufman, 2005, 2015), but our interlocutors did not bring up
these topics.

7. In Denmark the first common anonymous burial plot like this was placed at Bispebjerg in
1926. It became increasingly common from 1950, first in urban areas and with a 10 year delay
also in rural areas (Kragh, 2003). Today, approximately 70% opt for cremation and most of
them chose anonymous burial. See also www.kirkegaardskultur.dk (last accessed
24 October 2018).

8. What is often referred to as ‘increasing individualisation’ is sometimes portrayed in
Scandinavian media as reflecting a form of ‘Americanisation’. It has been a prominent
theme of Scandinavian ethnography to point out how Scandinavians tend to create
a sense of belonging through portraying themselves as ‘similar’ to their fellow citizens
while emphasising independence and self-control (Frykman & Löfgren, 1987; Gullestad,
1984). Individualisation is thus subject to cultural contestation as either a means of belonging
or a mode of detachment from group membership, and this conflict might be part of her
moral reasoning.

9. Papagaroufali (2006) encountered similar reasoning in Greece, though the death rituals there
differ significantly. Hence, utility images can serve as a form of exit from very different
alternative death rituals.
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10. In 1736, following a suggestion from the prominent surgeon Simon Crüger, the Danish King
Christian VI, who was an absolute monarch, decided that the bodies of the poor who died
dependent on public charity and lived in poorhouses should be taken by force and handed
over for medical dissection. This seems to have ‘ensured the supply’ and, accordingly, there
was no period of body snatching in Denmark as in the Anglophone world (Olejaz 2012). In
Denmark, dead bodies were paying back the debts accrued while the poor were still living.

11. Another campaign privately sponsored by patient organisations used the slogan ‘Pass on life’,
but few informants seem to have noticed it.

12. Note also the similarity to Lavi’s (2005) point that deeply religious American Methodists use
a ‘technical’ engagement with death to create a new art of dying which reinvests meaning in
death.
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